
Leadership development The central theme of this weekend 
revolves around releasing your leadership potential through the enneagram 
system, setting personal goals as a leader and achieving new insights. We 
support you to anchor your leadershio style based on personal strengths in 
your daily life. Outdoor leadership workshops are combined with one-on-
one leadership coaching in nature.  We aim to work with directors, leaders, 
managers, entrepreneurs and self-employed professionals who want to 
grow as a leader. Participants would share the believe that behaviours, 
intentions and interactions are key for the success of their endeavours.

Safari Life  A beautiful private lodge in a magnificent game reserve 
will be our home. Luxury living combined with great hospitality forms the 
canvas for your leadership safari. The swimming pool with its stunning 
view over the savannah and its waterhole allow fantastic game viewing 
from the veranda and private chalets. For you to grow as a leader, you 
only have to bring an openness to learn and to make room inside for 
growth for yourself and the other participants. Leave the rest up to the 
hands of experienced coaches, guides and – of course – nature.

LEADERSHIP SAFARI  

Accredited by ICF & FGASA  In an inspiring wilderness 
environment, we share our progress with a maximum of eight 
participants in order to build and secure a safe space for you to learn and 
grown. With wilderness as an extra motivator we will reach leadership 
objectives much quicker and more naturally. This is the perfect starting 
point for a leap in leadership development. We are accredited by the 
Field Guides Association of Southern Africa  and are registered coaches at  
the renowned International Coaching Federation.

LEADERSHIP SAFARI  

A dynamic big 5 wilderness adventure



Robin     +27 72 796 9577 (SA)  +31 6 839 62749(NL) robin@wamvenga.com 
Rutger   +27 66 181 8825 (SA) +31 6 249 48 253 (NL) rutger@spillthebeans.today 
Claudia +27 76 802 0480 (SA) africa@claudiaschnell.com

A dynamic big 5 wilderness adventure

What you get
✓ 3 day - 2 nights single or sharing accommodation on a breakfast, lunch, dinner base
✓ all beverages including soft drinks, house wines and coffee tea and snacks
✓ 3 leadership game-drives, 1 leadership bush-walk
✓ 2 leadership workshops
✓ 1 one-on-one Leadership coaching
✓ leadership campfire stories and a star safari

Excluded are flights & any transfers to / from the lodge. 

All in Price: ZAR 13.800,- (sharing), ZAR 17.950,- (single room).

The African wilderness is the best reflection- and coaching tool on earth and represents the 
ultimate classroom for an inspiring 3-day leadership development weekend. "Wamvenga" 
has teamed up with "Claudia Schnell Safaris" and "Spill the Beans Coaching & 
Consultancy" to organize a unique BIG-5 Leadership Safari weekend close to Kruger 
National Park in a luxurious 5* lodge.

LEADERSHIP SAFARI  

A dynamic big 5 wilderness adventure


